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Casey Fields – Graded Scratch Races / Handicap – June 13
th

Race report

The weather man needs a new cricket.  The forecast; cold, wet
and windy; this kept a few away from Casey Fields last
Saturday, a 'nose out the door' test put a few others off.  But for
the 63 souls who loaded up the truck and headed to Casey,
Fields that is, there was an almost pleasant surprise - it wasn’t
that cold, the sun even made the odd appearance.  It wasn't
wet, although it may have seemed imminent it stayed away.
And it wasn't windy.  OK, I lied about that but it wasn't as
windy as it could have been, I mean it is Casey Fields after all.
Contrary to popular trends the wind that blew this day came
from the north-east, echeloning the bunches to the south along
the back straight and near line astern up to the finish.

The day's format was a handicap.  A three lap, Casey Fields,
handicap.  Competitors just had to get through the hour long
graded elimination criteriums first.  The first six in each graded
race qualifying for the extra six kilometres of lung-searing,
leg-torturing racing to decide the day's winners and also rans.

a-grade

Nine starters, six places in the final, you didn’t need to be an
actuary, nor even the son of an actuary, to work out that it was
three to be eliminated.  The first lap was very civil, the second
and subsequent not much more aggressive, in fact it was fairly
processional for the first 45 minutes with only the occasional
surge upsetting a fairly routine rotation of riders taking a turn
at the front.

With only around fifteen minutes to run and the nine still in
attendance Rob Amos decided it was time to have a go at
finding the three.  Steve Ross, Damian Burke and Trevor
Coulter made the grade.  Nigel Kimber, Stewart Bendall, Phil
Thompson, Peter Allsop & Ian McGeogh were left to decide
their course of action.  Again it was Nigel who found himself
leading the followers only to have them desert him.  Eight
competitors, six places in the final, two to be eliminated - that
decision wasn’t to be made till the last fifty metres.

The bell sounded the death of any prospect for one or two
getting clear to guarantee their places in the final, the pace
slowing as most ducked for the cover of a favourable wheel.
Along the back straight it was a brave soul that stretched their
legs, and the bunch, but into the last corner there was only a
couple of bike lengths ‘tween first and last wheel as the sprint
to decide the six was joined.  Peter’s brain was willing, his legs

unable, the calls for more power being rejected with 0-C6H12O6
errors.  Stewart Bendall found himself in a similar situation, the
pair fading from the sprint as the others bore down on the line as
one.

b-grade

Fifteen into six was always going to take some squeezing and the
squeezing started early with the likes of Ben Schofield attacking
the bunch a half-score times through the first three-quarter hours.
John Pritchard, in his usual mode, was also keen to get a small
group away and reduce the odds of being in the six, counter
attacking Ben's moves in the hope that the previous chase had
dimmed the enthusiasm of the majority to chase again.
Unfortunately for Ben and John there were too many in the bunch
who wanted to be a part of the action and each move was closed
down with varying degrees of urgency.  Ian Smith was another
prominent by his efforts to promote himself late in the race but
again the bunch reacted as one and eventually he was returned.

A strong move by Matt White early on the penultimate lap set up
the almost perfect counter attack by Ian as the race closed on the
bell.  Ian taking a fifty metre lead into the last two kilometres. It
could have gone either way, the bunch could have sat up and
raced for the final five places or they could continue their pursuit
of the lone breakaway and add that extra spot to the available
pool.  Despite a valiant effort by Ian the chase was effected and
he was swept up by the accelerating bunch as it thundered down
the back straight and into the inevitable mass sprint.

It was a squeeze through the last corner and up to the finish as
riders spread out to find a clean line to the tape.  The full
compliment of fifteen rounding the last corner three and four
wide, only a couple trailing away on the run up the slight rise to
the finish meant the officials on the line had a job ahead of them
splitting the first six from the rest.

c-grade

With eleven starters the odds were slightly better than 50/50, a
couple of sprinters and a visitor from d-grade in the mix.  The
majority thinking seemed to be "keep it together and wait for the
sprint".  So much so there was little "keeping it together"
required, the pace fairly mild for most of the duration.  A leg-
stretching lung-exercising spurt by John Hunt on the first lap had
him up the road and the bunch lazily swapping off turns in
pursuit.  The move wasn't serious and soon enough the eleven
were eleven once more. With John's legs and lungs warmed up
others followed suit, testing their own and the bunch's responses
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to a surge in pace. Grant Greenhalgh and Harold Simpson were
happy with their responses and had a more serious dig but the
other nine were not keen to allow the odds to drop below 50/50
and responded accordingly.

Dave McCormack was the next to flex the muscles and
managed to get a worthwhile gap, a gap that Harold thought
worth bridging with the aim to build.  Harold successfully
getting across and the pair swapped turns for over a lap whilst
the bunch considered its options.  Given the odds there was
little to consider and slowly the gap was reduced and the
wayward pair returned to the fold.  With no counter attack on
the reunion the pace dropped dramatically and Dave, sensing a
general mood of apathy, countered the capture of his original
attack. Dave's senses proved correct as none in the bunch, nor
the bunch itself, responded and he built a substantial lead, a
race-winning lead that proved to be enough to allow him some
warm-down time on the last lap and still finish 50m ahead of
the sprint for the remaining finals' positions.

As Dave rode away the odds were 50/50, this didn't necessitate
a chase and the bunch maintained a pace that pretty much
matched that of the lone leader, giving them the option of
reeling him in if he blew up.  As the race wound down several
riders attempted to promote themselves with small attacks on
the bunch, Peter Shanahan trying a couple of times, Harold
Simpson another to give it a crack but the bunch was attentive
and, with the odds slipping, each move was matched by those
behind and quickly brought back.  The surging and slowing of
the bunch making little impact on Dave's lead.

An early break half way through the last lap had one of the
chase clear and looking at the second finals slot on offer.  The
wind wasn’t kind and the chase unfriendly, the lone pursuant
caught and swamped on the final bend as the fight for the
remaining positions in the final started.  As David claimed the
first spot, the ten chasers rounded the bend and, as the road
straightened to the finish, raised up out of the saddle in an
effort to secure a final’s berth, several sitting back down again
fairly quickly leaving a group of six to fight for the five places
on offer.

d-grade (Mal Jones)

With the memory of the last wind-affected outing at Casey
Fields during May still reasonably fresh in the minds of the
d-grade field - and more significantly, the remarkable
breakaway by Paul Kelly and Neil Cartledge, a somewhat
painful memory, it was always destined to be different on
Saturday June 13th.

Two other factors also came into play: the no passing rule was
to be waived (much to the relief of d-grade after the previous
week’s METEC event), and the money was in a 3-lap
handicap, the first 6 in the crit to go through to the final.

The race started quietly enough, a good pace, but nothing too
harsh or fast.  After a few laps, Paul Kelly made a break and
the nervousness showed with Mal Jones finally going out to
make sure Paul didn’t move too far away.  The bunch was
unmoved by the duo’s move, and not too long later; they came
back to the bunch.

A sharp surprise came with a sudden move off the front by
Graeme Parker.  Concerned that it could get out of hand if
nobody reacted Neil made the move to shut any chance of a
breakaway down.  As one of THE riders being very closely
shadowed, Neil’s move awakened the bunch behind, upping the
pace and moving with him to close the gap.  It showed that this
day at least, there were to be no breakaways.

At the same time as this was all unfolding; a careful eye was
being cast around Casey Fields for the whereabouts of c-grade.
The solid, if not unspectacular pace of d-grade was holding them
to about the same place on the road - within sight, but probably
not quite reachable.  It was more a case as the c-grade pace
flowed and ebbed where d-grade would edge closer, then it would
go back out again.  Most in d-grade were more than just a little
relieved about not having to mix it with the higher grade again…

As everybody had consigned themselves to the fact that there
would be no heroics, the focus came down to ensuring a top 6
place to get into the prize money paying final.

At around three-quarter race distance, the front started to be
shared with Andrew Buchanan, John Thompson, Richard
Dobson, Brett Robinson, Paul Kelly and several others taking
turns.  It was clear as the pace was maintained that this race was
going to come down to final sprint charge to the line.

And then… a big moment when a lapse in concentration and a
glove caught in a brake lever resulted in Neil turning right just
before the left-hander at the loopy bit at the far end of the circuit.
Sometimes, having 15 shadows isn’t such a good thing, and Neil
came close to bringing down several of the closely attentive riders
right behind him.  A deserved few words and a stern warning
from Graeme ensured that wouldn’t be happening again!

Not long afterwards, 2 riders thought they might jump on the
back of a higher grade as they passed d-grade towards the end of
the straight.  They too copped the verbal barrage and very quickly
pulled themselves back into line

Finally, as the bunch moved up the front straight a few laps later,
the bell sounded for the dash to the flag.  With only 6 spots from
16 available for the final, it meant plenty would miss out.

The pace went up and the jockeying for track position started in
earnest.  Neil found himself boxed in as the chequered flag came
into sight towards the end of the long back straight, but managed
to squeeze through, a la Graham Parker.

In the frantic efforts of that last few hundred metres, uphill
towards the flag, it was on for young and old.  A couple of riders
sensing that their races were over pulled out of the sprint, but
towards the front the intensity was almost palpable.

Neil Cartledge set up for a sprint that belied his self proclaimed
inability to win the drag race to the line.  Coming around the
corner in 7th he coerced his body to produce more of what was
needed, slipping up to 6th, then further on before it was just Paul
Kelly between him and flag.  A last lunge, a throw of the bike and
Neil had done it - his first d-grade win ahead of a typically fast
finishing Paul Kelly.



The other qualifiers for the 3-lap handicap final were: Richard
Dobson, Dean Niclasen, Ed Smith and Neville Williamson.
Congratulations to those and the other 10 d-graders for a great
and mostly incident free race.

e-grade

With seven starters and only six to go through to the money
round it was going to be a case of unlucky last.  The strategy?
One can either bust a gut early in an effort to dislodge the one
and then cruise home or cruise to the bell and let the die fall as
they will in the inevitable sprint.  It seemed as though the
members of e-grade weren't too sure which policy they were
going to adopt, the pace surging and ebbing depending who
was leader at the time.  Finally the surging took its toll on
Clive Wright who, at around the forty-five minute mark, threw
himself on his pump and called 'time!', saying his legs weren't
going to be of use to anyone in the handicap and that he
wouldn't be contesting the sprint.  His confession seemingly
falling on oxygen deprived ears, the pace not letting up for a
further ten minutes.  By the time the words were registered by
the brains there were just a couple of laps remaining to shake
the lactic acid from the muscles before a hormone fuelled
sprint for pride.

f-grade

With only five starters the field for the final was already
settled, the members of this grade able to use the hour long
qualifier as a warm-up and practice session.  Understandably
the pace was, at best, pedestrian as the five lapped laconically
to the bell and beyond.  Only a rush of blood, as Ronnie
Stranks surrendered to the testosterone a hundred metres from
home, gave this parade any semblance of being a race, Ronnie
comfortably taking the sprint to be the first of the qualifiers.
Had he know how the handicap was to unfold he may not have
been in such a hurry to qualify.

handicap

Thirty second intervals between the first three groups, twenty
second intervals after that, six groups on the road, two minutes
from scratch to limit.

So it was that the five f-grade qualifiers set off in the
knowledge that they had a thirty second start on the next group
and two minutes over scratch, the hope that it was enough of a
buffer to keep them ahead of the chase, and no idea that it was
all going to go very pear shaped very early.  Within a couple of
hundred metres, before second limit had even set off in pursuit,
limit's race was over.  The disparities in rider strengths ripping
the small group apart, none able to match David Machell's
strength.  Those who tried only putting others deeper into the
red and before half a lap had been completed it was David well
clear, Ronnie and Craig Chamberlain trying to work turns and
catch the wheel, the other two all but awaiting capture in the
hope that holding onto a higher grade wasn't going to be as
tough as holding the lower one had proven to be.

Thirty seconds after f-grade started its self-destruction the six e-
graders set off to mop up the scattered limit-men.  It wasn’t the
best of starts with Andrew Ferridge missing the start and never
making up the twenty metres lost before the first corner but the
other five quickly got organised and set about the task ahead.
Passing the first two f-graders before laps’ end and bearing down
on the pairing of Ronnie and Craig.  The small group lost another
member around half-race distance, leaving four to take turns in an
effort to keep those behind where they were.

Another thirty seconds back it was d-grade, the six quickly
getting into a rotation and almost as quickly losing a man, once
separated the conditions making it almost impossible for one to
regain the shelter of the pace-line.  Working well together it
didn’t take long for the five-man d-grade bunch to overhaul the
hapless f-grade orphans, it took them a bit longer to catch the
working e-grade group.  Timing (? – ed.) the capture well; along
the back straight (second lap), at full power, the five minute-men
swept past the four remaining minute-thirty guys.  Geoff
Cranstone switching horses mid-manoeuvre to bolster the group
back to six.

David Machell, still almost a minute up the road - the carrot,
c-grade some fifteen seconds behind - the stick.  Two and a half
kilometres - the duration.

Twenty seconds behind the well oiled d-grade bunch were the six
c-grade riders who had planned to do track-turns, but the
conditions threw a spanner in that idea and the group reverted to a
six-man rolling bunch.  It probably didn’t matter which way the
bunch rolled they had their work cut out for them as the d-grade
machine showed them a clean set of wheels.

At twenty seconds, a minute forty behind limit, it was b-grade’s
turn to feel the pain of a six-kilometre sprint.  This bunch also
working well together for the first lap and three-quarters before
fatigue set in and it was left to Frank Nyhuis, the only one with
anything left, to try to drag the group up to those remaining on the
track ahead and to stay the seemingly inevitable capture from
behind.

Scratch were last to leave and quickly made inroads into the
groups ahead, taking seemingly race-winning chunks out of the
gaps over the first lap, and surely destined to run down the lone
limit-rider who was doing it all by himself at the head of the race.
The second lap wasn’t so conclusive and it looked like it was
going to be a close call, David’s chances of a win looking better
the closer the finish.  The loss of one rider to the conditions and
pace early in the second lap didn’t help scratch’s cause.

By the end of the second lap the majority of the e- and f-grade
bunches were shattered, scattered and scratched.  The intensity
required of such a short race leaving those left behind with
nothing left to hook onto the back of the next mark as it came by.
Of the eleven limit and second limit riders only David Machell
(out front) and Geoff Cranstone (in with d-grade) remained in
contention and in the race.

All the while David Machell was grinding a big gear and looking
more likely to stay away from the bunches that were chasing him
down.



A third of the way into the last lap scratch caught the twenty-
second group as they in turn caught the forty-second mob.  A
strong effort by Trevor Coulter to lead the scratch bunch past
the other two bunches coming to naught, the combined coming
together causing enough confusion to slow the faster riders
enabling the slower to find a wheel to shelter behind.  So it
was that a fifteen strong bunch emerged from the meeting.

Still almost half a kilometre up the road the lone David was
now a certainty to take the win, while the still rolling minute
group (less one, plus one) were only a hundred metres ahead
and within range.

Over the next minute and a half of racing David kept his head
down and his legs pumping, closing the gap to the line while
the two groups behind were closing the gap to him.  The
minute group also kept their collective heads down and
continued to work together while the scratch-men did their best
to keep a rotation going with all the passengers in tow.

Half way down the back straight Ed Smith (1min) could give
no more and drifted off the back of the minute bunch, at the
same time David was looking over his shoulder and beginning
to relax, just the run up the hill to the line and first place.  As
David crossed the line the sprint for second started out of the
last corner and the scratch juggernaut bore down on the
isolated Ed Smith like a frenzy of sharks, with attendant
Remora in tow, on a wounded Mackerel.

Paul Kelly proved the wiliest of the minute-men taking the
sprint from Neil Cartledge, the minute-thirty interloper, Geoff
Cranstone, splitting the foursome to take fourth ahead of
Richard Dobson and Dean Niclasen.

In the midst of the final group Ian McGeogh offered his wheel
to Steve Ross, an offer accepted and from half way down the
back straight Steve clung to the wheel as Ian drove hard
through the mass to the final corner.  The bunch still in pursuit
of the still racing Ed Smith.  Running wide around the four
already sweeping through the corner, a change of line on the
left cascading through the echeloned riders causing Ian to shift
right and putting a spike in Steve’s already maxed out heart
rate.  Steve forced to stand the bike upright and ride straight
into the grass at 50+kph.  Harold Simpson (1:20) also
experiencing a heart-lifting moment as he was holding Steve’s
wheel at the time, fortunate though to not follow it cross
country.

Back on the bitumen it was Leigh Bailey (20sec) who
recovered quickest and led the behemoth to the line.  Crossing
just metres behind Ed Smith (last of the minute-men) - 7th and
8th.  Ian McGeogh and Rob Amos (scr) rounding out the top
ten and were followed home by David McCormack (40sec),
Kevin Jackson (20sec), Damian Burke (scr), Paul Wilson and
Martin Stalder (both 20sec).

Scratch averaged 41.5kph.  Winner averaged 38.5

e-grade from a novice racer having fun

Life is always more fun when you don’t know what to expect
next! It’s the little things that add spice to life, like finding out on
the day of the race meeting that we were going to have a handicap
race today!  A what?  And just how does that work? Oh so many
questions so what do you do, find someone who knows and ask
them.  Ever thought that there was just one question you should
have asked in hindsight?  Well I found out what that question was
on Saturday at Casey Fields.

The first leg was really an elimination event where only the first 6
across the line made it into the handicap – all is well so far.  The
race was pushed at times followed by slower turns with the
experienced guys warning about over exertion.  This is just the
elimination remember.  Every time we passed the start finish line
someone made a comment about the bell lap but only after the
required hour did the bell finally ring.

The sprint to the line was a bit messy with another grade riding
through as we finished.  I don’t think the sprint was too serious
but I think I got somewhere near the pointy end.

So to line up for the handicap.  It was such a cold day that
everyone was struggling to keep warmth in the legs.  It took some
time for the handicappers to set the gaps and so we rolled around
the short loop to try and keep warm.  Each of the groups lined up
across the track with helpers holding the bikes upright so we
could start clipped in.  Another first!

F-grade took off and 30 seconds later we were gone.  The idea
was to try and work together keeping the speed high without
breaking the group up.  Rolling over the lead worked in a fashion
but was certainly not quite like the pro’s.  Lap 1 gone and doing
ok. No idea where the chasing bunches were but we had passed a
couple of the f-grade riders and our bunch seemed to be holding
together.  Halfway round the second lap it seemed like we might
have lost a rider, I am not sure as I was concentrating on keeping
my lungs inside my body!

Along the back straight I learnt about the question I should have
asked at the beginning - the hindsight question. It goes something
like this;
Question: What do you do when you get passed by the chasing
group?
Answer: Jump on their wheel as quickly as you can and see if you
can hold on!

I watched as we got passed by d-grade riders and for some crazy
reason thought that my race was over.  Two e-grade riders jumper
across and by the time I made the connection in my head that it
was ok to hitch a ride with the higher grade they were gone.  Oh
well too late now.  I cruised around to the clubhouse and pulled
out learning another crucial lesson in race craft.

Loved the handicap event and look forward to the next one with
the benefit of just a bit more knowledge.  Another fun day in the
saddle.  Thanks to all the experienced e-grade riders who helped
me understand the finer points of racing.
Mal Doswell



Results
       Club Clothing:

Mark

1
st David Machel 2 minutes

2
nd Paul Kelly 1 minute

3
rd Neil Cartledge 1 minute

4
th Geoff Cranstone 1 min 30

A range of clothing is available for sale and usually available
from Kevin Starr at the races on Saturday.   Check out the
website (www.easternvets.com/clothing.php) for the full range
of clothing.

5
th Richard Dobson 1 minute Mark

6
th Dean Niclasen 1 minute 11

th David McCormack 40 seconds

7
th Ed Smith 1 minute 12

th Kevin Jackson 20 seconds

8
th Leigh Bailey 20 seconds 13

th Damian Burke scratch

9
th Ian McGeogh scratch 14

th Paul Wilson 20 seconds

10
th Rob Amos scratch 15

th Martin Stalder 20 seconds

Officials
Thanks to Graeme Parker and Ron Stranks who were on the desk taking entries.  Thanks to Peter Webb, Tony Rodriguez
and Kayley Ward, who kept an eye on proceedings and ensured all races were finished safely.   Also thanks to Richard Dobson
who manages the duty roster and ensures we have enough people on the day for our races, to JC Wilson who brings the trailer to
all our races and Peter Mackie with the drinks.

Eastern Vets Program

Saturday June 20 2:00pm Yarra Junction Athletic Soft Tissue handicap

Saturday June 27 2:00pm Macclesfield Graded Scratch Races

Monday June 29 8:00pm Maroondah Club General Meeting

Saturday July 4 2:00pm Casey Fields Graded Scratch Races

+ Saturday July 11 1:00pm Yarra Junction Rob Graham memorial Time Trial

Wednesday 10:00am The Loop – Yarra Boulevard Scratch Races + post race coffee

Note : Graded Scratch Race entries are accepted on the day up to 15 minutes before the advertised race start time.
* Handicap entries close the Tuesday before the race.  Riders entering a handicap MUST pay the entry fee regardless of
   participation.  Fees are due on race day, entrants will NOT be allowed to start in any EVCC race until fees have been
   paid.
No late entries will be accepted for either scratch races or handicaps.  Entries to handicaps can be submitted via e-mail
to the handicapper or on any race day prior to the event.

Note : The Rob Graham memorial Time Trial is a VVCC Open event, entries are to be submitted to Keith Bowen on a

VVCC entry form (available on VVCC web site) by the 4
th

 of July with the entry fee.

Northern Vets Program
Sunday June 21 10:00am Avenel Road, Seymour 64k handicap

Sunday June 28 9:30am National Blvd, Campbellfield Graded Scratch Races

Sunday July 5

Sunday July 12

Gippsland Vets Program
Sunday June 28 10:00am Kernot (Melways 627 K8 - see over) 46k scratch races

Victorian Veteran Cycling Council Program
Sunday July 5 10:00am Benalla George Goodwin Handicap (57k) 29/6 - $15

Saturday July 11 1:00pm Yarra Junction Rob Graham Memorial Time Trial 6/7 - $15

Note : Entries for VVCC Opens are to be submitted through the club secretary – Keith Bowen.
Entries are to be on the appropriate VVCC Open entry form (available on VVCC website) and are to be accompanied by
the requisite fee.
Entries should be with the club secretary the Saturday before they are due.



Other Results, etc.:

For your calendar

Date Location Event

13/9/2009 Shepparton Fruitloop ride, 50, 100 & 200k ride options.  $90.00 registration
- Www.fruitloopshepparton.com/fruitloopride/

13/9/2009 Whittlesea DeGani Kinglake ride, 120k - $130, 70k - $105
- www.supersprint.com.au/events/degani-kinglake-ride-2009.aspx

18/10/2009 Melbourne Around the Bay in a Day.

And now for something slightly different - Tour de Timor:

23-28 August 2009,  The Ride for Peace, Competition and Adventure
A five day 350km mountain-bike / road-race, traveling through 9 of Timor-Leste’s 13 Districts in just 5 days, with 4 nights in
and amongst traditional villages of Timor-Leste.
Free registration and entry for participants, check out the web site: www.tourdetimor.com for more information.

If you are interested in competing / participating contact Mal Jones (mal@shotproperty.com.au) who is thinking of going if there
is enough interest.

Gippsland Vets Race:

Race entry - $10, entries accepted up until 9.45am
Race starts 10am, 28/6/2009
Start/finish location - Kernot Hall, excellent parking and toilet facilities.  Turn left at Grantville and follows road signs to Kernot
For more details, contact Steve Flower on 0438 931 672 or Ray Rhodes on 0417 110 083.

*******************


